
Eur/Usd in January week starting Monday the 9th of January

Weekly is bullish we have a weekly ifc down the bottom but I don’t think well come down there yet

but well see, also have upside targets too

Daily is bearish so we may see it, weve come into a daily ifc, but I don’t like the fact theres a long

wick to the upside and we engulfed the previously daily candle



4hr is bullish and weve got the weekly open, 50% 4hr imbalance and 4hr imbalance fill down the

bottom where we could re accumulate, got the extreme marked up which is a 4hr ifc

15min range is bullish, can look for buys out of 15min ifc, but weve come into daily extreme so it isn’t

as probable to be buying here



Plus look on the 1hr how high it is and we have taken external liquidity vbeing the 4hr high, and we

haven’t taken any internal yet

You may of looked at this



Would’ve got clapped



Tuesday –

4hr is bullish ideally looking for pop down into pois to expand higher

Price respected a 15min poi, hasn’t really retraced much, but 15min is re accumulating to push

higher



5min has broke above so looking for re accumulation as its London open I defo need to see evidence

1min bos at London open, targeting 550 to take out the eqhs as shown in image above, if you want

you can target Mondays high



b/e



Wednesday –

Price has closed above on 1hr and re accumulated, don’t like the eqhs above so that’s defo the target

On 15min price is moving sideways, it looks like fucking shit but im looking at these 2 pois where the

liuqidiity has been swept for re accumulation



Price hasn’t ticked any confirmations for the buy, but we broke the 1hr high, this whole thing could

be a dsitro as loads of liquidity to the downside and price is super high

1min bos above highs wiould look for re dsitro to sell down



1min bos inside area, can sell here but got slightly wider stop as it doesn’t look as clean and targeting

1hr imbalance fill for 3.7%

Tp hit



Thursday –

Price is still respecting demand and moving higher, we got a close above the previous high but we

never took thr wick out and built liquidity, so ideally looking for pop down to take the highs out

Looking at these 2 5min ifcs as potential buy spots for re accumulation



If you wanted to play the countertrend sell you would look for redistro out of this spot

1min bos can sell here but this is super high risk

Tp smashed 3%



5min bos would look for re accumulation out of here

5min bos inside area so can buy from ifc aslong as the main high from previous swing doesn’t get

taken first or can wait for re accumulation inside of there

1min bos inside area, if you had tight stop you got wicked out, plus this stop now with room is 3 pips,

I personally wont ever have a 2 pip stop as to tight for me beause of these simple things



Tp hit

Notice how the 1min bos is also a 5min engulfing



Friday –

Price is majorly bullish, looking for see if we get any sells down to fill the daily imbalance

1hr is bullish still hae the 15min extreme in tacked as lots of eqls now

15min broke to downside so looking for re dsitro out of here



We got a nice 1min bos inside the poi

Which printed as a 5min bearish engulfing candle so can sell here targeting lows

Nearly made new low now looking for re dsitro out of here



1min bos can sell here

Which is also a 5min bearish engulfiong candle

Tps smashed



If held to final target itsd 15% all in all but obvs you would’ve took partials



week starting monday the 16th of January –

The weekly is bullish on eu and looking to see if we can get a retracement to fill some
imbalance to expand higher

so this would allow the daily to retrace nicely



4hr is bullish so looking to see if we either respect 4hr and go higher or if we can come
down to clap the lows

same range on 1hr but got 50% and 80% marked up

15min is bearish and we got eqls, but we never mitigated where we first accumulated
but i like this 15min rally base rally to see if we show dsitro to go lower



5min bos and engulfing can sell thuis down to unmitigated arewa for 3%

tp smacked 3%



Tuesday the 17th of january -

were still bullish and got eqhs and eqls so going to wait for a breakout ideally

so 15min has broke to upside, we still have downside liquidity but we could re
accumulate out of here

so 1min did break to downdie and showed another so its abit countertrend but because
of all the liquidity it might go alot further but might want to sell here for 3%



but because of lows csan have a further target for 7.5%, so could defo gert atleast a b/e
out of it or 1% to cover your risk when we get to demand

first tp hit for 3%

we swept a low and broke on 5min to down side but now weve had abit of a re
accumulation and left long wicks to upside for eqhs, looking to see if we get re
accumulation out of here for a hedge buy



5min has broke and engulfed so can buy here to target highs

tp hit

15min new range so looking for re accumulation out of here



1min bos can buy here

tp smashed



5min range looking for re accumulation out of here

1min bos can buy here

also 4min engulfing



b/e or tp hit

wednesday the 18th of january -

4hr has broken to downside so looking for dsitro out of poi

1hr has broken to upside so be interesting if we respect that or the 4hr



we broke tp upside so looking for pull down to buy up, may catch a sell down if get
confirmation

price swept lows and broke on. 5min to upside so looking for re accumulation

1min bos looking to buy here to target 500 level and 15min imbalance fill



tp hit 4%

new york session 15min is bullish so may get re accumulation out of here



2 1min breaks above highs can sell down. to imbalance for 4% bit risky

tp smashed

Thursday 19th of January –

the 4hr is bullish again so looking for buys out of here



5min bullish and 15min looking for re accumulation out of here

no buys or anything, no sells either to get it down, but price finally come into my poiwe
broke tp upside but left eqls, so it may show distro to go down as the high were at now
did sweep liquidity

plus massive 1min imbalance inside demand below l,ows



1min bios selling here

tp smasdhed was also 3min engulfing



1min re accumulated in imbaance and order flow moving nice we just re accumulated in
a higher low and can targetr london open and maybe hold for higher

tp hit and went to new high



Friday the 20th of january -
looking to see if we get any sells from top poi or we buy out of 1hr poi down bottom
of the range

15min is bullish here so looking for re accumulation out of here

looking for re accumulation out of here now



so its interesting because we keep respecting supply and showing dsitro, dxy has
already broke to upside so makes me wonder if the deman d is acc going to work so you
could take this higher risk sell if wanted but makes sense

tp hit

so price is bearish on 15min can look for dsitro out of here but we are inisde buy poi so
may not work



3min bos selling here got stopped

15min broke to upside now looking for re accumulation

no trade though doesnt give anything off



Monday the 23rd of January –
start of the week we are majorly bullish, would lvoe to see us pop down into the
bearish candle to fill imbalance but were close to taking the major highs out and
coming into old supply

we have a daily imbalance which can get filled to move higher, buty definitely
want to see these highs taken out

monday morning weve taken the highs out before london, got a gap thats
formed from weekly open so this area can also be rejective to push price
higher



15min is bullish but personally want to see a retracement into the 4hr range
so hesitant on any buys

1min bos and showed redsitro in area so selling here to new low for 3%

b/e price did do 3% as tp was 3.2, so probably wouldve cashed anyways



not the cleanest but 2 1min breaks above highs, we didnt take the wick out
but im surprised how the eqls are still there so want to see these taken, it is
countertrend but it makes sense

tp hit

also top 1min bos



was 5min engulfing

5min bos looking for re dsitro out of here

1min bos and engulfing can sell here targeting near weekly open gap

tp smashed 3.5%



Tuesday 24th of January -
looking to see if we get some sells out of this 4hr poi

so we come off 1hr ifc inside the 4hr poi, 5 and 15min is still bullish but were
breaking down on the 1min, heres the 5min



the fact we showed re dsitro in supply can sell here

tp smadhed and couldve targeted asia low

now looking for re dsitro out of here

3min bos and engulfing can sell here targeting an imbalance near the eqls



tp smashed

5min in this range and following order flow, we swept lots of topside liqudiity,
now theres loads of lows

demand is not working, clearly showing re dsitro inside the lower highs so can
sell here



tp smadhed 3%

Wednesday the 25th of January –
were bullish on 1hr, reacted off old supply to come down, looking for price to
come down into the 1hr poi what swept liqudiity to go higher



looking for sells out of here to go lower but got lots of eqhs above it so if we
sweep it and show dsitro can sell down

1min bos above highs can sell here to take lows

tp hit

so was looking for dsitro out of this 15min poi, we came into the 1hr candle
and did show accumulation but i didjt like the lows left behind



was looking for dsitro out of here but didnt get it

then when you add it up, 5min went bullish and respected demand and we re
accumulated again so would look for re accumulation out of current blue zone

5min engulfing which was a 1min break, couldve got in here to take out asia
equal highs

heres the 1min bos



tp wouldve got smashed



Thursday the 26th of january –
price is bullish and want highs taken out, but ideally would like to see us buy
from this 4hr poi

15min bearish and got eqls,and popped the range high, would like to see
dsitro out of here

price showed 2 1min bosses, we did have an area of demand on a
countertrend of the 5min into the 15min, but we failed to do anything and
showed re dsitro off the supply



tp smashed

so 5 and 15min are bearish, weve got some liquidity above therse highs and a
nice imbalance and supply up top

had a nice 1min bos so if we get re accumulation can try buy back up

1min bos can buy here



or can try here from the 2min

b/e either way

so price is still bearish on 15min after news, we wicked up into the old supply
and took the liquidity out



5min did close above but weve showed some signs of dsitro so if i can get re
dsitro id sell down to take the wick out

2min engulfing and 1min bos selling here

tp smadhed



Friday 27th of January –
1hr has broken to downside so be interesting if 1hr poi up the top where the
order flow is sitting gives a re dsitro

couldnt get nothing all day, we did get a sell off but got these 2 pois on 15min
after we made a new range to look for re dsitro

1min bos can sell from here to target lows



tp hit


